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Q1.           

 

 

Q2.           

 

 

Q3.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
An explanation linking any two of the
following points
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a neutron(s)(1)
hits nucleus/nuclei (1)
uranium/nucleus splits (1)

(producing) neutrons
/daughter nuclei/ energy / Kr
and Ba          (1)  

collides/is absorbed breaks/divides

 

accept chain reaction for 1 mark if no
other mark awarded

accept a correctly labelled diagram

(2)

 

 

 

Q4.           

 

 

Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
chain reaction needs a neutron from
one fission to reach another uranium
nucleus/atom (at the right speed) (1)

(fission of 238) needs
{fast/high(er) energy} neutrons (1)

idea of continuous nature of chain
reaction

the neutrons would be going too
slowly /do not have enough energy /
lose energy too fast

(2)

 

 

 

Q6.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
An explanation linking any two of the
following points

heats/boils water (1)
to produce steam (1)
to run/turn/spin turbines (1)
to turn/power generators (1)  

labelled diagram that indicates
process (not just parts).
heats boiler

 

turns a coil in a magnet  

(2)
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Q7.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
An explanation linking two of the
following points

absorb (1)
neutrons (1)
(influences) chain reaction /
rate of reaction (1)  

Accept reverse arguments

collects/removes/takes away

slows down/changes

(2)

 

 

 

Q8.           
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Q9.           
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Q10.           
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Q11.          

  Indicative Content Mark
 an explanation which may include some of the following points:

properties of nuclear waste
radioactivity is dangerous
some isotopes in nuclear waste have long half-lives/radioactive for
thousands of years
products of fission are warm
identified radiation from nuclear waste e.g alpha, beta, gamma

problems caused by nuclear waste
leakage of radioactivity
contamination of ground/sea water/lakes /rivers
contamination of crops/fish/animals/drinking water
harm to humans/cancer/radiation poisoning/ damage to
cells/mutation of cells or DNA
difficulty in transporting safely/ stolen by terrorists fears of local
people

solutions for dealing with nuclear waste safely
long term storage, underground /under the sea
radiation shielding, lead/steel/concrete/ containers, sealed in glass.
human safety, radiation suits, using tongs/lead jackets safe
location, away from people/remote areas/sea cooling, ponds
information to persuade local people of safety  

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited explanation mentioning at least one point, but without

linking, e.g. radioactivity is dangerous ; nuclear waste should be
stored underground ; terrorists might steal nuclear waste;
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy  

2 3 - 4 a simple explanation mentioning two points with an appropriate
linkage e.g. nuclear waste is dangerous and it must be stored
underground ; the isotopes in nuclear waste have long half-lives so
they must be stored for a long time;
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy  

3 5 - 6 a detailed explanation mentioning a range of points with appropriate
linkages e.g. gamma rays from nuclear waste causes damage to cells
so it must be stored away from where people live ; the isotopes in
nuclear waste have long half-lives so they must be stored
underground or in remote areas;
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors  
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Q12.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i)                             helium

beryllium (1)                                 (1)
                            helium

daughter
                            in right hand boxes
daughter

(2)

(ii) a comparison which describes any 
three of the following:

similarities:

produce (more) neutrons (1)
produce 'daughter' (nuclei) (1)

release energy (1)
split a (bigger) nucleus (1)
(triggered by) a neutron
coming in (1)
nucleus becomes unstable
(before splitting) (1)

differences:

uranium daughters are
different from each other/
beryllium daughters are the
same (1)
uranium daughters are heavier
than beryllium daughters (1)

 

 

 

different elements / smaller nuclei for
daughters

do not accept split an atom

neutron is absorbed

(3)

(iii) a description including:

neutron(s) (from first fission) (1)
(go on to) cause another fission (1)

 

collide with another nucleus /atom

(2)

 

 

 

Q13.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) does not emit (ionising) radiation / no

(radioactive) decay
it is not radioactive (1)

(a)(ii) B5   

(1)
(a)(iii)

 A

  

(1)

(b)(i)                             helium
beryllium (1)                                 (1)
                            helium

daughter
                            in right hand boxes
daughter

(2)
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(b)(ii) a comparison which describes any 
three of the following:

similarities:

produce (more) neutrons (1)
produce 'daughter' (nuclei) (1)

release energy (1)
split a (bigger) nucleus (1)
(triggered by) a neutron
coming in (1)
nucleus becomes unstable
(before splitting) (1)

differences:

uranium daughters are
different from each other/
beryllium daughters are the
same (1)
uranium daughters are heavier
than beryllium daughters (1)

 

 

 

different elements / smaller nuclei for
daughters

do not accept split an atom

neutron is absorbed

(3)

(b)(iii) a description including:

neutron(s) (from first fission) (1)
(go on to) cause another fission (1)

 

collide with another nucleus /atom

(2)

 

 

 

Q14.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)            P and M

OR     M and P

OR     N and Q

OR     Q and N

one mark for a pair (1)

(b) {atomic /proton} number drops by 2 
and{mass/nucleon} number by 4
   (1)

(which is) alpha decay (1)

2 protons and2 neutrons are lost
92 → 90 and238 → 234

helium nucleus given off
(which is) alpha particle

(2)

(c) same {mass/nucleon} number but
{atomic/proton} number increases by
1 (1)

(negative) beta decay (1)

a neutron changes to a proton

ignore GAINS a proton

beta particle /electron given off

(2)

(d)(i) alpha Alpha ray, alpha particle, α
Ignore capital letters

(1)
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(d)(ii) A description including two of

one increases as other increases (1)

rate of increase is in the range from
1.17 to 1.33 (cm/MeV) (1)

range gradually increases more with
energy (1)

 

the particles with higher energy travel
further
accept values quoted from graph

not (quite) linear/not
proportional /curves upwards accept
values quoted from graph

(2)

(e) chain reaction needs a neutron from
one fission to reach another uranium
nucleus/atom (at the right speed) (1)

(fission of 238) needs
{fast/high(er) energy} neutrons (1)

idea of continuous nature of chain
reaction

the neutrons would be going too
slowly /do not have enough energy /
lose energy too fast

(2)

 

 

 

Q15.           
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Q16.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark

(a)(i)

any one of
X-ray (machines) / smoke alarms/
nuclear/ radioactive waste     (1)

nuclear weapons (tests) nuclear
power plants (medical)
tracers/technetium

(1)

(a)(ii) an explanation linking: comes
from granite / rocks (1) none/ less
of these (rocks) in some areas (1)
   

 

in some areas/Cornwall/Aberdeen

the second mark is dependent on
the first.  

(2)

 

(b)(i) suitable lines on graph to show
halving after about 200 000 years
(2)

horizontal line at 750 +or
–50 Bq on y-axis to curve
(1)

meeting (by eye) vertical
line from x-axis between
190,000 years and
  230,000 years (1)  

use of data from graph to show
halving after about 200 000 years

1500/2 =750(Bq) or
1600/2=800(Bq)

gives a half-life of 210,000 +or-
20 000 (years)  

(2)

(b)(ii) any one of

penetrates/passes

 (1)
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through the skin (1)
ionises (1)
damages tissue/
cells/DNA (1)
mutates cells/DNA(1)
causes cancer(1)  

 

Total marks for question = 12

  Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(c) an explanation which may include some of the following points:

properties of nuclear waste
radioactivity is dangerous
some isotopes in nuclear waste have long half-lives/radioactive for
thousands of years
products of fission are warm
identified radiation from nuclear waste e.g alpha, beta, gamma

problems caused by nuclear waste
leakage of radioactivity
contamination of ground/sea water/lakes /rivers
contamination of crops/fish/animals/drinking water
harm to humans/cancer/radiation poisoning/ damage to
cells/mutation of cells or DNA
difficulty in transporting safely/ stolen by terrorists fears of local
people

solutions for dealing with nuclear waste safely
long term storage, underground /under the sea
radiation shielding, lead/steel/concrete/ containers, sealed in glass.
human safety, radiation suits, using tongs/lead jackets safe
location, away from people/remote areas/sea cooling, ponds
information to persuade local people of safety  

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited explanation mentioning at least one point, but without

linking, e.g. radioactivity is dangerous ; nuclear waste should be
stored underground ; terrorists might steal nuclear waste;
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy  

2 3 - 4 a simple explanation mentioning two points with an appropriate
linkage e.g. nuclear waste is dangerous and it must be stored
underground ; the isotopes in nuclear waste have long half-lives so
they must be stored for a long time;
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy  

3 5 - 6 a detailed explanation mentioning a range of points with appropriate
linkages e.g. gamma rays from nuclear waste causes damage to cells
so it must be stored away from where people live ; the isotopes in
nuclear waste have long half-lives so they must be stored
underground or in remote areas;
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors  
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